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The present invention relates to sheet metal 
containers or cans and has particular reference 
to a hermetic crimped end seam for a closure 
member applied to a hern edged can body Wall 
surrounding a mouth of the can to provide a can 
which is hermetically tight but which may be 
readily opened by a prying off of the closure 
member. In the manufacture of sheet metalcans of the 
type having closure mernbers held in place on 
the cans by crimped edge portions of the clo 
sure members, crimping rollers or cooperating 
die elements are ordinarily used for performing 
the crimping operation. In such an operation 
flange portions of the closure member are usu 
ally bent inwardly toward the can body wall and 
around a curled edge, hem or other projection on 
the can body to hold the closure member in 
place. 
Where crimped closure members are secured 

to drawn or seamless cans or even cans having 
butt welded side seams which are of uniform 
thickness, there is no trouble encountered in 
providing a hermetic joint between the closure 
member and the can body because the side wall 
of the body and hence any crimping projection 
extending therefrom is one continuous thickness 
of metal extending around the entire periphery 
of the can body. This continuous periphery pro 
vides an ideal seat for a crimped-on closure mem 
ber. - - - - - 

However, where it is necessary to have a lap 
Seam section in the seat for the crimped-on clo 
Sure member, as brought about by the employ 
ment of the usual lock and lap side seam or the 
ordinary lapside seam in can bodies, it is inher 
ent that there is an offset step formed in the 
cloSure member seat and obviously such a step is 
the source of considerable difficulty in providing 
a hermetic seal between the closure member and 
the can body. In crimping the closure member 
in place, the crimping rollers or die elements en 
counter the double thickness of metal at the lap 
Section of the seam and thus there is the inher 
ent difficulty of securing true metal to metal con 
tact of all parts of the seam. This difficulty is 
remedied by the use of lining compound in the 
joint. , 

Where it is desirable that the terminal edge of 
the can body be curled or hemmed to provide 
a seat for the closure member, the adverse na 
ture of the step condition is considerably in 
creased inasmuch as four thicknesses of metal 
and a double step prevails in the seal. The use 
of compound in such a region of the seam does 
not as a rule cure this increased difficulty. 
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The instant invention contemplates overcoming 

these difficulties by providing a short or narrow 
hem adjacent the mouth of a can having a lap 
Section side seam, to form a holding seat for a 
closure member, so that the flange portion of 
the closure member can be crimped directly 
against the side wall of the can body and thu 
only a single step is present in the lap seam sec 
tion of the body. -- " " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - . . . . . . . . .'' 

An object of the invention is the provision of a 
sheet metal can having a lap section side seam 
and having a crimped-on closure member whei 
in a short or narrow hem is provided adjace 
the terminal edge of the can body as a holding 
medium for the closure member so that the flange portion of the closing member may be 
crimped in tightly below the hemmed edge and 
against the side wall of the can body where a 
single thickness of the offset or stepped lap seam 
is engaged thereby providing a hermetic joint 
between the closuremember and the can. 
Another object is the provision of such a can 

wherein the closure member may be readily pried 
off its hemmed seat to remove the closuremem 
ber from the can. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Numerous other objects and advantages of the 

invention will be apparent as it is better under 
stood from the following description, which, taken 
in gonnection with the accompanying drawings, 
discloses a preferred embodiment thereof. 

Referring to the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of a sheet metal 

can embodying the instant invention, with parts 
broken away; ' ' ' ' ' ' ". . . . . . . . ... , , 

Fig. 2 is an enlarged sectional view taken sub 
stantially along a plane indicated by the lines 
2-2 in Fig. 1, with parts broken away; 
taken along the side seam of the can; 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig.2 showing how 
the closuremember is pried off; and 

Figs. 5 a. 
respectively taken substantially along the 
5-5, 6-6 in Fig. 3, - , , , , - ... ', " . . . . . . 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2, the view being 

nd 6 are fragmentary sectional views 

As a preferred embodiment of the instant in 
Vention the drawings illustrate a sheet metal can 
made of tin plate or the like material and com 
prising a tubular can body having a bottom 
secured thereto in a suitable seam 3. The 
preferably is cylindrical in cross section alth ugh 
the invention is equally well adapted to cans of 
other shapes. S. The side seam edges of the body 
are Secured together in the usual lock and lap 

and on 15 
end lap sections 6,7. Adjacent the upper edge of the can, the body 
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3 
is necked-in to a Smaller diameter forming a 
rounded shoulder 2 (see also Fig. 2) and an 
inWardly curved neck portion 22. The neck por 
tion 22 merges into a straight upright wall Sec 
tion or portion 23 which surrounds and defines a 
mouth 24 for the can. The terminal edge por 
tion of the body Wall Section 23 is bent outwardly 
in a hollow rounded edge or flange 25 which 
merges into a short or narrow hem portion 26 
folded back against the outside surface of the 
can body, as best shown in FigS. 2 and 4. 
The annular or peripheral edge 25 provides a 

Smooth edge seat for a pry-off cover or end mem 
ber 28 While the hem. Serves as an edge projec 
tion for holding the cover in place on the can. 
In the usual metallic can where the thickness of 
the metal ranges between .008 and .025 of an inch 
it has been found that Such a hem having an 
Overall length of between .040 and .050 of an inch 
is best suited for providing a hermetic joint be 
tween the cover 28 and the can body . 
The cover 28 has a Sunken panel bottom Wall 

Section 3 (Fig. 2) surrounded by spaced and 
Connected inner and Outer Wall members or 
flanges 32, 33 respectively. When the cover is on 
the can the inner flange 32 fits into the mouth 
of the can in frictional engagement with the 
inner surface of the upright Wall section 23 of 
the can. The inner flange 32 of the cover pro 
jects upwardly over the hollow edge 25 of the 
can and merges into the Outer flange 33 which 
extends downwardly over the hem 26 on the 
OutSide of the can. The flanges thus define a 
channel which encloses the body Wall Section 23, 
the hollow edge 25 and the hem 26. 
Immediately below the hem 26 the outer flange 

33 of the cover is crimped inwardly against and 
tightly engages the outer Surface of the upright 
wall section 23 of the can along a peripheral line 
of contact. This intermediate portion of the 
flange is thereby formed into an inwardly pro 
jecting bead 35. The bead 35 of the outer cover 
flange 33 merges into a depending inwardly curled 
Smooth edge constituting an edge curl 36 for re 
enforcing the cover flange and for use in prying 
off the cover when opening the can. A com 
pound lining material 37 is interposed between 
the cover flange 33 and the Seat, hem and body 
Wall Section of the can to hermetically Seal the 
Cover in place on the can. 
With such a construction of can and cover, 

the Outer flange 33 of the cover at the bead 35 
locks under the hem 26 and tightly holds the cover 
in place while it is on the can. The bead 35 en 
gages tightly against the can body and CrOSSes the 
side seam at its lap Section 7 where there is only 
a single thickness step in the seam (Fig. 3). At 
this lap portion of the Seam the Space adjacent 
the step is small enough to be entirely filled in by 
the compound 37 (see also Fig. 6) and hence the 
joint between the cover and the body can be 
readily made hermetic. 
The crimping of the cover 28 in place on the 

can by the forming of the bead 35 in the cover 
flange after the cover is applied to the can, is 
greatly facilitated by the location of the bead at 
a place where it engages the can body. Thus 
only a single thickness step at the side Seam is 
encountered. With this location of the bead 35, 
the cover flange may be crimped-in tighter 
against the can body at the lamp Section of the 
side seam with less wear and tear on the Seaming 
rollers usually employed for this purpose. 
To pry the cover loose from the can it is merely 

necessary to use a blunt nosed tool 40 (Fig. 4) 
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inserted under the edge curl 36 and engaged 
against the shoulder 2 of the can body as a 
fulcrum. A slight preSSure on the Outer end of 
the tool will readily bend the Outer flange 33 of 
the cover outwardly, as shown in Fig. 4. The 
cover may thereupon be readily lifted from the 
can and may thereafter be replaced and used 
repeatedly as a reclosure for the can. 

It is thought that the invention and many of 
its attendant advantages Will be underSt00d from 
the foregoing description, and it will be apparent 
that various changes may be made in the form, 
construction and arrangement of the parts With 
out departing from the Spirit and Scope of the 
invention or sacrificing all of its material ad 
vantages, the form hereinbefore described being 
merely a preferred embodiment thereof. 
I claim: 
1. A sheet metal container having a body Side 

seam and a hermetically Sealed Crimped end 
seam joint, comprising a can body having a 
straight end wall portion surrounding the mouth 
of the container, said wall portion including the 
side seam and terminating in an OutWardly and 
reversely bent flange constituting a cover Seat, 
said seat being lapped at the side Seam in an 
off-set step, a pry-off closure member for seal 
ing the mouth of the container, Said closure 
member having a countersunk Wall Surrounded 
by Spaced connected inner and Outer fianges de 
fining a channel therebetween for receiving and 
confining said cover Seat, a Sealing compound in 
Said closure channel for providing a hernetic 
seal when said closure member is in Sealing posi 
tion on Said Seat, an intermediate peripheral 
portion of the Outer flange of Said closure men 
ber extending in Wardly and engaged directly 
against Said Straight body Wall end portion be 
neath said reversely bent body flange along a 
continuous peripheral line of contact, said seal 
ing compound being confined within said end 
Seam joint and completely filling the lapped off 
Set Step in the adjacent portion of said body side 
Seam, the outer flange of said closure member 
terminating in an in Wardly curled edge spaced 
beneath said peripheral line of contact of the 
closure member with the container body to pro 
vide a reenforced pry-off edge for removing the 
closure member from Said body, the container 
body wall further including an inwardly curved 
neck portion and an adjacent rounded shoulder 
spaced beneath said closure member pry-off edge 
to constitute a fulcrum for a tool engageable 
With Said pry-off edge to remove the closure 
member from the container body. 

2. A sheet metal container having a body side 
seam and a hermetically sealed crimped end 
seam joint, comprising a can body having a 
Straight end wall portion surrounding the mouth 
of the container, said wall portion including the 
side Seam and terminating in an outwardly and 
reversely bent flange constituting a cover seat, 
Said wall portion and Said flange being lapped at 
the side seam in an offset step, a cover member 
for Sealing the mouth of the container, said cover 
member having a depressed panel Wall Sur 
rounded by Spaced connected Straight inner and 
outer flanges defining a channel therebetween 
for receiving and confining Said cover seat, an in 
termediate peripheral portion of the outer flange 
of Said cover member extending inwardly in a 
curved peripheral bead against said straight 
body end wall portion beneath Said reversely bent 
body flange along a continuous circumferential 
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line of contact disposed above said depressed 
cover member wall, and a sealing compound in 
Said cover channel between said body end wall 
portion and Said in Wardly extending intermediate 
peripheral portion of the outer flange of said 
cover member, Said Sealing compound engaging 
the terminal edge and the outer face of the re 
versely bent flange constituting said cover seat 
and completely filling the lapped offset step in 
the side seam in Said body end wall portion and 
said reversely bent flange for hermetically seal 
ing the crimped joint between said can body and 
Said cover member. 

WILLIAM W. MAHER. 
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